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Abstract 
Efficient algorithrns and structural results are presented for median 
problerns with 2 new facilities including the classical 2-Median problern, 
the 2-Median problern with forbidden regions and bicriterial 2-Median 
problerns. 
This is the first paper dealing with multi-facility multiobjective location 
problems. 
The time complexity of all presented algorithms is O(MlogM), where 
M is the number of existing facilities. 
Keywords: Location Theory, Multi Criteria Problems, Restricted Location 
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1 Introduction 
Much work has been done to extend 1-Median Problems with re-
spect to forbidden regions and barriers. Works in this a.rea a.re 
[La.rson and Sadiq, 1983], [Batta et al., 1989], [Hamacher and Nickel, .1991] 
and [Hamacher and Nickel, 1992]. 
But very few has been done for the multifacility case, where the new facilities 
also have some interaction. 
The same is true for multicriterial location problems. Here the first paper is 
from [Wendell et al., 1977) followed by a lot of others. A more general definition 
of multicriterial location problems, which allows to state multiobjective mul-
tifacility problems is given in [Hamacher and Nickel, 1993]. But multifacility 
problems haven't been discussed yet. 
In this paper we will develop efficient algorithms which fill these two gaps 
a little bit. 
We will present algorithms to solve the 2-Median problem for the '1-norm 
with respect to a forbidden region. Also an algorithm for solving bicriterial 
2-Median problems (with li-norm) is developed. 
lt should be noted that the results also hold for the 100-case, because of the 
norm-converting mapping T(X), defined by 
and the fact that 
l 00 (X, Y) = l 1(T(X), T(Y)) 
li(X, Y) = l 00(T-1(X), r-1(Y)) . 
{see [Francis et al., 1992)) 
{1.1) 
{1.2) 
More formally we have given a set Ex= {Ex1 , ••• , ExM} (Ex,= (a,, b1)) of 
existing facilities and we are looking for a set New= {X1 , X 2 } (X,= (x,, y,)) of 
new facilities to be located. The interaction between the new and the existing 
facilities is expressed by non-negative weights Wmn and the interaction between 
the two new facilities by the non-negative weight v. 
The restricted 2-Median problem (R2M) can then be written as 
where M := {1, ... ,M} and the feasible region F := IR2 \int('R.), with 'R. ~ IR2 
a connected set. If 'R. = 0 we get the classical 2-Median problem (2M). The set 
of optimal locations for the restricted problem is called Xi(/) and the set of 
optimal locations for the unrestricted problem is called x•(J). 
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The bicriterial 2-Median problem (B2M) is written as 
2 
min F(N ew) := 
New~R3 
/ 1(New) := E E w:nnli(Exm,Xn) + v111(Xi.X2) 
n=l mEM 
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/
2(New) := L L w~nl1(Exm,Xn) + v2/i(Xi.X2) 
n=l mEM 
where we mean minimize in the sense of finding pareto-optimal solutions. The 
set of pareto locations (i.e. X E Ill 2 with the property that there is no Y E Ill 2, 
X :f: Y with /i(Y) ~ fi(X) and h(Y) ~ h(X)) is denoted X110r(f1,h). 
- The outline of the paper is a.s follows: 
In Section 2 we develop ba.sic properties of the objective function and Section 
3 gives a solution procedure for (2M). Section 4 then applies these results to 
solve (R2M). The next section is devoted to a solution procedure for (B2M) 
using a.gain the properties developed in Section 2. Finally Section 6 consists of 
conclusions and a.n outlook on further resea.rch a.ctivities. 
lt should be mentioned that the time complexity of all presented algorithms 
is O(MlogM). 
2 Basic Concepts 
First we want to reformulate the objective function. Note that although we 
concentrate on the single objective ca.se the results apply to each of the objective 
functions in the multicriterial ca.se. 
/(New) = L Wm11i(Exm,X1) + L Wm2l1(Ezm 1 X2) + v'1(Xi.X2) 
mEM mEM 
= L Wm1lam - z1I + E Wm2lam - z2I + vlx1 - z2I + 
mEM mEM 
:=fi (N ew)=Ji (z1,za)=:J„(X) 
L Wm1lbm - Y1I + L Wm2lbm - Y2I + vly1 - Y2I 
mEM mEM 
:=f2(New)=h(111,113)=:fb(Y) 
So we get two independent subproblems in the plane which are very similar to 
· 1-Median problems and can be minimized separately. 
Now we do a. little further work to get rid of the absolute values in / 0 a.nd fb. . 
To do so we sort the am and bm in a.scending order and delete duplica.tes. 
Further more we ha.ve to delete entries with wm1 = 0 a.nd Wm2 = 0, respectively 
a.nd get two sequences for each component: 
I I I II II II 
al < a2 < ... < ap„1 al < a2 < ... < ap„a 
b' b' b' b11 b" b11 1< 2< ... < Pb
1 
1< 2< ... < ~· 
Additionally we define P01 := {1, ... ,Pa1 }, 'Pa3 := {1, ... ,Pa3 }, 'Pb1 := 
{1 n } '" ·- {1 P. } a' ·- a" ·- b' ·- b" ·- oo a.nd a' ·-' · · ·' „ 01 ' r1ia ·- ' · · ·' „ D2 ' o ·- o ·- o ·- O ·- - P„1 +1 ·-
a11 ·- b' ·- b" ·- 00 P43 +1 .- 1\,, +1 .- p~ +1 .- . 
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So we get two different subdivisions of the m.2, namely 
(s, t)a .- {(x, y): a~ $ x $ a~+l, a~' $ y $ a~'+i} 
for s E 'Pa1 U {O} ,t E 'Pa, U {O} 
(s,t}b .- {(x,y): b~ $ x $ b~+l, b~' ~ y ~ b~'+d 
for s E 'Pb1 U { 0} , t E 'Pb, U { 0} 
lt is clear that 
LJ {.s, t}a = Ill2 = LJ (.s, t}b. 
•EPo1 u{o} 
tEPol u{o} 
•EPbl u{O} 
tEP"l U{O} 
Since we may have dropped some duplicate values of the coorclinates during 
this tra.nsformation we also have to modify the original weights to get the right 
objective value. 
For this define 
Ca„ .- L w;1 for p E 'Pa1 
{j:aJ,=aj} 
Da9 := L w;2 for q E 'Pa, 
{j :a~=aj} 
a.nd a.nalogously Cb„ and Db9 • 
Now wet get regions 
(.s, t)~ .-
(s, t);;-
a.nd a.nalogously (~, t}t, (s, t}b". 
{(x, y) E (s, t)a 
{(x, y) E (s, t)a 
X~ y} 
X$ y} 
H we mean (s, t}t or (s, t}; for v E {a, b }, we write (s, t}t·-. 
For a function g from Ill 2 to Ill we call 
L=(z) := {(x, y): g(x, y) = z} 
level curve a.nd 
L~(z) := {(x,y): g(x,y) ~ z} 
level set of g with level z. 
Now we ca.n sta.te the ma.in result of this section. 
Theorem 2.1. ForX = (x,y) E (s,t}~, with r E {+,-} and v E {a,b} theset 
L=(/v(X)) is the graph of a linear function. 
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Proof. wlog r = + . 
fv(X) =. z with z E Ill+ 
• p"l 
~ v(x1 - x2) + E C11p(x1 - v;) - E C11P(x1 - v;) + 
p=l p=•+l 
t p"'J 
L D11„(x2 - v~') - L D119 (x2 - v~') = z 
q=l q=t+l 
~ z1 (v+ tcvp- ~ Cvp) + 
p=l p=•+l 
( 
t p"'J ) 
X2 -v + °L:D11„ - E D11„ +const = 0 
q=l q=•+l 
=:N;' 
~ z2 = xi ( - ~;) + const 
0 
Corollary 2.2. The slope ofthe level curves L=(J11 (X)) for v E {a,b} is in 
( )+ - M: 
s,t II - - Nr' 
with 
• 
p"l 
M11 
• 
.- v+ L:cllp - E Cvp• 
p=l p=•+l 
t p"'J 
N11 
t .- -v+ °L:Dv„- E D„„ 
q=l q=t+l 
andin M„ 
(s,t};; = - N: , 
t 
with 
, p"l 
M11 , .- -v+ L:c11p- L: C„"P, 
p=l p=•+l 
t p"'J 
Nf . - v+ L:Dv„- L: Dv, . 
q=l q=t+l 
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3 Solving (2M} 
This section is devoted to the analysis of the structure of the set of optimal 
solutions of (2M), x•(J). Based on these results an efficient solution procedure 
for (2M) is presented. So following our plan we characterize the set of optimal 
solutions for / 11 , v E {a,b}. 
Theorem 3.1. x•(J11 ) is one of the following: 
a) A corner point of (s, t);!'"·- . 
b) A line segment joining two adjacent corners of (s, t)t·- . 
c) A complete cell (s, t);!'" or (s, t);. 
Proof. Suppose a point X E x·u11) lies Oll the interior of a. line segment 
joining to a.dja.cent corner points of (s, t);·-. We ha.ve shown in Section 2 tha.t 
/ 11 is a. linear function an this line segment. So it follows tha.t the whole line 
segment has to be optimal. 
lf a. point X E X*(J11 ) lies in the interior of (s, t)t·-, by the sa.me arguments 
as a.bove we get tha.t the whole cell (s, t);·- ha.s tobe optimal. 
By the convexity of the objective function we ca.n not have the case of two 
optimal corner points a.nd nothing else. (For the different cases see Figure 3.1) 
Fina.lly, we know by construction of the cells tha.t the level curve in the 4 
a.dja.cent cells to (s, t);!'"·- ha.s a. slope different to the slope in (s, t);!'"·- (see 
Corollary 2.2). So a.t most (s, t)t U (s, t); ca.n be optimal. 
0 
Figure 3.1: The poaaible aha.pe. of x•(!„). 
Since this result holds for both component functions f 11 we also ha.ve re-
proofed the following Corollary which has been stated for general '1-multifa.cility 
problems by [Wendell et al., 1977]. 
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Corollary 3.2. An optimal solution of the two facility minisum problem can 
al.ways be found on the intersection points of horizontal and vertical lines 
through the existing facilities . 
Now we use these results to give the following solution procedure for (2M). 
First note that la. a.nd fb ca.n be optimized sepa.ra.tely. Without loss of 
genera.lity we restrict ourselves to the non-negative qua.dra.nt of the pla.ne. We 
present the solution procedure for la.· The same procedure is then a.pplied to 
fb. 
The idea behind the procedure is tha.t for (xi,x2) E .:r(/a.), either xi~ x; 
or x; ~ xi. 
la.(x1,x2) = L Wm1lam - X1I + L Wm2lam - x2I + vlx1 - x2I 
mEM mEM 
= L (wm1lam - x11) + vlO- x1I + L (wm2lam - x21)- VX2 
mEM mEM 
-· ti(xi) + t2(x2) 
So we have two independent subproblems, where t 1 (x1) is the well-known 
median problem, which can be solved in O((M + l)log(M + 1)) time (see, for 
example, [Francis et a.l., 1992]). The solution procedure just consists of finding 
the median of the weights Wmt and v, ordered a.ccording to the given values am 
a.nd O, for m E M. Because of the properties of median problems we know that 
• .r(t1) is either a. unique value in {O,a1,„.,aM} or an interval [a•,b•] with 
a-, b• E {O, ai,. „, aM }. Then we substitute xi E x•(t1) in /a. and get 
fa.(xi,x2) = L Wm1lam - xil + L Wm2lam - z2I + vlxi - z2I 
mEM mEM 
= Const + L (wm2lam - z21) + vlxi - x2l 
mEM 
-. Const + t3(x2) 
Now t3 is a median problem with given values am, zi and weights Wm2 a.nd v, 
for m E M. So we get for every xi a. set x•(t3) a.nd these two solution sets 
together give us - if fea.sible - an optimal solution for /,,,. Fortunately we don't 
have to repeat this procedure for all xi E x•(t1 ). Since we know from Theo-
rem 3.1 tha.t a. non-unique optimum for /,,, is either a. line segment or a. complete 
cell it suffices to solve min/,,,(a*,x2) a.nd min/,,,(b*,x2) if x•(t1) = [a•,b•]. 
Caae II: x1 S x2: 
Is identica.l to Case 1 if we excha.nge the roles of x1 a.nd z2. 
The following lemma tells us tha.t a.lwa.ys one of the ca.ses conta.ins the 
complete solution. 
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Lemma 3.3. For :r(fa) the following holds: 
x•(Ja) never contains two elements (xi, x2) and (yi, y2) with xi > x2 and 
Yi < Yi· 
Proof. Since x•(Ja) is maximally a. composed cell, the only case we must 
exclude is x•(Ja) = (s, t)t U (s, t);. Further we must ha.ve a. consta.nt slope in 
x•(Ja)· Looking a.t Corolla.ry 2.2 we get 
(3.1) 
m=l m=t+l m=l m=t+l 
a.s a necessa.ry condition for the whole cell to be optimal. 
But from the median conditions we must ha.ve for Xt ~ X2 tha.t 
1 Po1 
V+ L Cam - L Cam = 0 
m=l m=•+l 
in order to ha.ve a. non-unique optimum a.nd a.nalogously for x2 ~ xi tha.t 
t Poi 
V+ L Dam - L Dam = 0 . 
m=l m=t+l 
So we see tha.t the slope condition in (3.1) ca.n never be fulfilled a.nd the lemma. 
is proved. 
0 
Remark. Note tha.t Lemma 3.3 strengthens Theorem 3.1 since the case of a.n 
optimal solution with x•(Ja) = (s, t)t u (s, t); is excluded. 
To formula.te the solution algorithm we first define formally the median 
problem. 
Q 
M ed (( a1, w1), ... , ( aq, wq )) := a.rgmin L w;la; - xi 
:ER q=l 
Algorithm for finding x·(/11) with II E {a, b} 
L [a-,b•] = Med((O,v),(11t,w11), ... ,(11M,WMi)) (Possibly a• = b*.) 
2. [c•,d•] = Med((a'",v),(111,w12), ... ,(11M,WM2)) a.nq 
[c-, e•] = M ed ((a'", v), (11i, w12), ... , (11M, WM2)) with d• = c• V e• = c• V 
d" = e•. 
3. 
x 1•(J11) = {(z, y) : (z, y) E Conv{(a•, c•), (a•, d•), (b•, c*), (b•, e•)} A (x ~ y)} 
4. [a-,b•] = Med((O,v),(11t,w12), .. . ,(llM,WM2)) (Possibly a• = b*.) 
5. [c-,d•] = Med((a'",v),(111,w11), ... ,(11M,WM1)) a.nd 
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6. 
[c•,e•] = Med((a*,v),(111 ,wu), ... ,(11M,WMi)) with d* = c• v e• = c• V 
d* = e•. 
X2(!11 ) = {(x, y) : (x, y) E Conv{(a*, c*), (a*, d*), (b*, c*), (b*, e*)} 1\ (x ~ y)} . 
7. Output: X*(!„) = { Xi(/„) : if Xi(/~) 2 x;(f„) 
x;u„) : otherw1se 
Obviously the complexity of the a.lgorithm is dominated by the complexity of 
the median problems. So the a.lgorithm has a complexity of O((M + l)log(M + 
1)). 
Algorithm for solving {2M) 
1. Compute X*(/11.)· 
2. Compute X*(/b)· 
3. Output: X*(!) = X*(/a) X X*(/b)· 
To illustrate the a.lgorithm we present a little example: 
Example 3.1. We are given three existing facilities Ex1 = (1, 2), Ex2 = (3, 4) 
and E•3= {5, l}. Tbe weigbts are given as w = ( ~ ~ : ) T and v = 2. 
1. Computing X*(!a)· 
(a) Med((0,2),(1,4),(3,1),(5,1))= 1. 
(b) M ed ((1, 2), (1, 2), (3, 5), (5, 1)) = 3 
~ Xi(/a) = 0. 
(c) Med((0,2),(1,2),(3,5),(5,1)) = 3. 
(d) Med((3,2),(1,4),(3,1),(5,1))= [1,3] 
~ X2(/a) = X*(Ja) = {(xi, x2) : X1 E [l, 3] 1\ X2 = 3}. 
2. Computing X*(/b)· 
(a) Med((0,2),(2,4),(4,1),(1,1)) = 2. 
(b) Med((2,2),(2,2),(4,5),(1,1)) = (2,4] 
~ Xi(/b) = {(2, 2)}. 
(c) Med((0,2},(2,2},(4,5),(1,1)) = (2,4]. 
(d) Med((2,2),(2,4),(4,l),(l,1))=2. 
(e) Med((4,2),(2,4),(4,1),(1,1))=2 
~ X2(/b) = X*(Jb) = {(yli ?12) : 111 = 21\ x2 E [2,4]}. 
3. Therefore 
with objective value 30. 
The example is illustrated in Figure 3.2. 
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2 
1 
Figure 3.2: illustra.tion for Exa.mple 3.1 
4 Solving (R2M} 
Aß explained in Section 1 we are given a forbidden set 'R. The objective is to 
find 
min f(New). 
New~F=Rl\int('R.) 
For 11 E { a, b} 
• a vertical construction line is defined as { (x, y) : 3p E 1'111 s.t. x = V,,} 
• a horizontal construction line is defined as { (x, y) : 3q E 1'112 s.t. 11 = v;} 
• a diagonal construction line is defined as { ( x, y) : x = y} 
and H.„ is defined as the union of all possible construction lines. 
The following result shows the combinatorial nature of our problem. 
Theorem 4.1. Let 'R ~ ffi.2 be a convex set and X*(!„) ~ int(R). Then there 
is an optimal solution Xi E X-R_(f„) satisfying 
1. Xi E 8'R 
2. X-R_ E 7-l„ 
3. 3h E H.„ : Xi Eh A dim(hn 8'R) = 0. 
Moreover X-R.(!11 ) ~ 8'R. 
Proof. We first proof Xi (!„) ~ 8R: 
Let Y E (ffi.2 \'R) and let X* be an optimal solution of the unrestricted problem. 
Since 'R is convex and X* E int(R) (by assumption) there exists an Xax E 
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{tY + (1 - t)X• : 0 < t < 1} with Xa'R. E an~ F. 
Since the / 11 are convex functions this means f 11 (Y) > f 11(Xax.) and so we have 
by contradiction XR E an. 
ad 2) 
By the first part of the proof we can restrict ourselves to X E 81l. If X E 
81ln(to, so);!"·- does not lie on the construction lines 'H.11 , the level curve through 
X will not change its slope Sto•o in X. Let Lto•o be the linear segment of the 
level curve through X with slope Sc0 ~0 • 
Case 1 Lto•o crosses 8n in X. 
Then L<(/(X)) ~ n. Consequently, X cannot be optimal, because we 
can find-a level curve with a smaller level lying in the interior of Ls(/(X)) 
containing fea.sible points. 
Case 2 Lto•o is a supporting hyperplane of n in X. 
1. If Lto•o ~ n, then there is also a point Y E Lto-a where the level 
curve changes its slope. Since X has the same objective va.lue as Y 
we can replace X by Y. 
2. If Lto•o ~ 'Tl, then, by the same arguments as in Case 1, X cannot 
be optimal. 
To see that we only need to investigate cases where 3h E 11.11 : Xi E h A 
dim(h n 8n) = 0, suppose that for all h E 11.11 with Xi E h it holds that 
dim(hn81l) = 1. This means that h coincides with one side of a cell (ao, to)J·-. 
The level curve through Xi has to change it's slope in Xi and must not lea.ve 
'Tl. But this implies that the level curve changes it's slope in (s0 , t0}j·-, which 
is not possible. By the convexity of n a line can only have a 0- or !-dimensional 
inte'rsection with 'Tl, but not both. So all is proved. 
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If 1l has a polyhedral structure with facets si. . .. , SN Theorem 4.1 is also 
true if we additionally forbid a subset of the facets for locating the new facility. 
Since we have decomposed our objective function in two functions / 0 and 
fb only dealing with the first and second coordinate, respectively, we also need 
to have forbidden sets 1l where we can also do such a. decomposition. 
The generic case is n = [a, b] x [c, d] is a rectangle with sides parallel to the 
x- and y-axis. These case will be discussed in detail. But the approach can also 
be extended to general rectangles as weil as to convex polyhedrons. 
, The first generalization can be handled by a rotation and the second by a 
combination of rotation and a sequence of rectangle problems. 
But now we discuss the case where 1l = [a, b] X [c, d]: 
Lemma 4.2. The points ( v11 v2) and ( w11 w2) are on 81l, if and only if they 
fulfW at least one of the following conditions: 
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• a :5 V1 :5 b, W1 E {a,b}, V2 E {c,d} and c :5 W2 :5 d . 
• vt E {a,b}, a :5 W1 :5 b, c :5 V2 :5 d and W2 E {c,d}. 
• a $ v1 :5 b, a $ w1 $ b, v2 E {c,d} and w2 E {c,d} . 
• vt E {a,b}, W1 E {a,b}, c :5 V2 :5 d and c $ W2 $ d. 
The proof is just a simple testing of the possible cases and is therefore omitted 
here. 
For our purposes we need a geometrical interpretation of the lemma above. 
The line segment connecting two points (z1, Y1) and (z2, Y2) is written as 
(xi. Y1)(z2, Y2). 
Corollary 4.3. Let 
n_l 
Cl .- (a, a)(b, a) U (a, b)(b, b), 
ni .- (c, c)(d, c) U (c, d)(d, d), 
n_2 
Cl .- (a, a)(a, b) U (b, a)(b, b), 
'R~ .- (c,c)(c,d)U (d,c)(d,d), 
n_3 
Cl .- 'R! u 'R~' 
'R~ .- ni u n.~ , 
'Pa .- {(a, a), ( a, b ), (b, a), (b, b)} and 
'Pb .- {(c,c),(c,d),(d,c),(d,d)}. 
The points (v1, 1'2) and (w1, w2) lie on a'R, if and only if tbey fulfil at least 
one of tbe following conditions: 
• (v1,w1) E 'R! and (v2,w2) E 'R~. 
• ( v1, w1) E 'R.~ and ( v2, w2) E 'Rl. 
• ( v1, w1) E 'Pa and ( v2, w2) E 'R~. 
• ( v1, w1) E 'R! and ( v2, w2) E 'Pb. 
Remark. For algorithmic purposes it is more convenient to interpret, 'R.~ 
a.nd 'R! with v E { a, b} as the recta.ngles 'R! a.nd 'R.: with forbidden sides, 
respectively. 
Now we ca.n state an algorithm to solve {R2M): 
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Algorithm for solving {R2M} with 'R = [a, b] X [c, d] 
1. Split /(X) in / 0 (X) and fb(Y). 
2. Generate 1{0 and 1ib· 
3. Compute {Y/;, . .. , Yk) = 1iv n nt, for V E {a, b} and j = 1, 2, 3. 
4. Let x;; E argmin{fv(Y/.J, ... , fv(Yk.J} and let Lv; be the level curve 
through X:; . 
5. x:; = (Lv1 n nt). 
6. X[.„ = argmin{/v(Pv)} . 
7. Output: X,l = argmin{f(( v1, v2), ( w1, w2))}, where ( v1, v2), ( wi, w2) have 
to fulfill the following conditions ( see Corollary 4 .3): 
• ( V1, w1) E x:1 and ( V2 1 w2) E Xb~. 
• ( v1, w1) E x:l and ( v2, w2) E Xb~ . 
• ( V1, w1) E x;,G and ( v2, w2) E xb~. 
• (v1,w1) E X;3 and (v2,w2) E Xf>b. 
The validity of the algorithm follows directly from the results of this section. 
Corollary 4.4. If the input data is integral then the algorithm gives us always 
an integral solution (without any non-integral subresults). 
To illustrate this algorithm we present an example: 
::p~. :;~~=· ~·;3::;::: :p(:: ~~·:: i( rT~· t~d . = 2. As 
forbidden rectangle we chose 'R = (0, 4] x (1, 5]. 
Now our objective function is 
/(X)= 4lz1 - ll + llz1 - 31 + llz1 - 51 + 2lz2 - ll + 5lz2 - 31 + lz2 - 51 
+2lz1 - z2I 
+ 41111 - 21 + 1?11 - 41 + 1111 - 11 + 2IY2 - 21+51112 - 41 + 1112 - 11 
+1111 - Y21 , 
wbicb we split in 
and 
!11(Y) = 41111 - 21+1?11 - 41 + IY1 - 11+21112 - 21+5IY2 - 41+1112 -11 + IY1 - ?121 . 
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As restricted sets we get 
ni = 
Cl {0,0){4,0)U (0,4)(4,4), 
{l, 1)(5, 1) u (l, 5)(5, 5) 1 ni = 
= {0,0)(0,4)U (4,0)(4,4) and 
= (1,1)(1,5)U(5,1)(5,5). 
The description of the other sets should be clear. 
Now we construct 1t„ and 'Hb and compute the intersection points (see 
Figure 4.1 and 4.2). As resulting optima we get: 
x:1 
xb~ 
x:i 
xb: 
x:3 
xb: 
x· Pa 
x· l\ 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
6 
4 
2 
0 
{(l, 4) - (3, 4)} with obj. value 24 
{(2, 1)} with obj. value 22 
{(4,3)} with obj. value22 
{(l, 2) - (l, 4)} with obj. value 20 
{( 4, 3)} with obj. value 22 
{(1, 2) - (l, 4)} with obj. value 20 
{(4,4)} with obj. value 26 
{(l, l)} with obj. value 24 
1 / 
/ 
1 1 1 / 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -II(- -1 1 / 1 
0 
1 'R.~ u 'R.! 1 / 1 
/ 
1 1 / 
-~----)!-
' / 1 
1 / 1 
1 / 
/ 
'" 1 
- '1f- - - - r -
// 1 
2 4 
1 
1 
6 
Figure 4.1: lliustration for Example 4.1 
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6 1 1 
, 
1 Xl ux~ 1 / / 
/ 
1 1 / 
4 - ~ - - - -j{- -
1 / 1 
1 / 1 
/ 1 
l.t 
x;. 1 
2 
- ~- - - - r -
// 1 
2 4 6 
Figure 4.2: Illustration for Example 4.1 
6 
2 Xi(/) 
0 l 1 1 
0 2 6 
Figure 4.3: Illustration for Example 4.1 
Using the criteria to select the optima in the last step of the algorithm 
yields: 
XR_(f) = {((([1,3], 1),(4,[2,4])),((4,2),(1,3))}, (see Figure 4.3). 
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5 Solving {B2M} 
We now want to give an efficient algorithm for finding all pareto locations for 
(B2M) without searching explicitly for points in Ill 4. 
The way we try to avoid the search in the Ill 4 is as follows: 
First we use the characterization of the set of optimal solutions for the four 
functions J!, v E {a,b} and i = 1,2 given by Theorem 3.1 and develop a. 
procedure for computing the pareto location sets XparU!, /';) and X11arUl, !(). 
Then we show how these two s~ts can be combined such that we get Xpar(/1, /'1). 
5.1 Computing XparU!, J;) and Xpar(Jl, Jl) 
In the following we show the connection between this characterization of the 
optimal solution for the single criterion problems of Theorem 3.1 and the set of 
pareto locations for two criterion problems. 
The following result which follows immediately from [Geoffrion, 1967) and 
[Isermann, 1974) establishes this relationship. 
Theorem 5 .1. 
~ 
Xpar solves_ min (>..J:(X) + (1 - >.)J;(x)) for a. >. witb 0 < >. < 1 
XeRl 
This theorem means that we can find all pareto locations by solving all 
of these sca.larizations for 0 < >. < 1. But for a. fixed >. we just get again a. 
single criterion problem of the type J!: (For the sa.ke of simplicity we show the 
ca.lcula.tion only for f ! and /;) 
>.JJ(X) + (1 - >.)J:(X) 
= >. ( L w!i1(lam - x11) + L w!i2(1<1m - x21) + v1lx1 - x2I) + 
mEM mEM 
(1 - >.) ( L w~1(lam - x11) + L W~2(1am - x21) + v2lx1 ·_ z2I) 
mEM mEM 
= L (>.w!i1 + (1 - >.)w~1)(lam - x11) 
mEM 
+ L (>.w~2 + (1 - >.)w~2)(lam - x21) + (>.v1 + (1 - >.)vl)lx1 - x2I 
mEM 
In order to ha.ve the complete scenario of the I',,-ca.se we ha.ve to deftne con-
struction lines. The equa.tion above teils us tha.t the construction lines (1l!•l), 
defining the cells, for the sca.lariza.tion are just the union of the construction 
lines 1l! a.nd 1l~ of the involved subproblems J! and ft, respectively. 
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Define 
X1,2U:.1:) .- argmin 1:cx) 
xex•w> 
X2,1U:, 1:) .- argmin 1:cx) 
xex•w> 
as the two lexicographic optimal location sets. lt is weil known that the two lex-
icographic optimal location sets are pareto locations and contain the solutions 
of the scalariza.tion where >. tends to 1 or O, respectively. 
So we ha.ve proved the following theorem (see also Figur.e 5.1): 
Figure 5.1: An ex&mple for the ahape of X,..r(J!,J~). 
Theorem 5.2. Xpar(/~, f~) is a chain consisting of corner points, line segments 
and cells described in Theorem 3.1 connecting X1 ,2(!~, /~) and X2,1 (!~, !~). 
One way to give an algorithm now would consist of computing all solutions 
for the scalariza.tion and building the chain described in Theorem 5.2. But there 
is a much more ea.sier way using level curves a.nd level sets. The following two 
results are due to (Hama.cher a.nd Nickel, 1993]. 
Theorem 5.3. 
XE Xparu:.1:) 
~ 
int ( L~(f~(X))) n int ( L~(f:(x))) = 0 /\ L:(f~(X)) n L:(f:(x)) :F 0 
As a. direct consequence of this theorem we get the following lemma.: 
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Lemma 5.4. Let X 1 E x·(J~) and X 2 E x•(J;) . Then 
X11arU;, 1;) ~ L~(J;(x 1 )) n L~(J;(X2)) . 
In the following we assume wlog, that 
max{z : (z,y) E x•(J;)} $ min{z : (z,y) E x·(J~)} 
a.nd 
max{y : (z, y) E x·(J~)} $ min{y : (z, y) Ex·(/~)}· 
This mea.ns in other words that the set of optimal solutions for the first objective 
function is in the lower left of the set of optimal solutions for the second objective 
function. 
Now suppose we have an element X E XparU~, 1;) with X = (s, t);t..- n 
(s + 1, t + l)t·- (the existence of such points is guaranteed by Theorem 3.1 
a.nd Corollary 3.2) and Y E int((s,t)t·-). The cells (s,t)t·- are given by the 
construction line sets 1{~ and 1{~. 
(s, t + l)t·- (s + 1, t + l)t·-
X 
(s, t)t·- (s + 1, t)t·-
Figure 5 .2: The cell {•, t)t·- ia uniquely defined. 
We have two main cases: 
Case 1 The cell (s, t)J·- is uniquely defined (see Figure 5.2), which mea.ns that 
either (s, t)t = 0 or (s, t); = 0. 
Then we proceed as follows: 
a) If the slopes of L=(f~(Y)) a.nd L=(f~(Y)) are equal in Y then we know that 
the slope is equal for all points in (s, t)t·-. By Theorem 5.3 we have that 
all points in (s, t)t·- are pareto locations. (see Figure 5.3). 
b} If the slope of L:(/~(Y)) is smaller than the slope of L=(f~(Y)) a.nd 
both are negative or the slope of L=(J~(Y)) is positive a.nd the slope 
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Figure 5.3: The alopea of L.(f~(Y)) &nd L.(f~(Y)) are equa.l. Therefore all Y E (•,t)t·-
are pareto locationa. 
of L=(fi(Y)) is negative, then again with Theorem 5.3 we have tha.t all 
Y E ( (s, t}j·- n (s, t + l}j·-) are pareto locations (see Figure 5.4). 
c) If the slope of L:(f!(Y)) is bigger than the slope of L=(f~(Y)) a.nd both a.re 
negative or the slope of L=(f!(Y)) is negative and the slope of L=(f~(Y)) 
is positive then a.nalogously we have that all Y E ( (s, t}j·- n (s + 1, t);t·-) 
a.re pa.reto locations (see Figure 5.5). 
Depending on the appropriate case we continue with 
{ 
(s - 1, t - l}j·- n (s, t}j·- : in Case a) 
X:= (s, t + l}j·- n (s - 1, t}j·- : in Case b) 
(s, t - l}j·- n (s + 1, t}j·- : in Case c) 
Caae II X E (s, t)j n (s, t); n (s + 1, t + l)j·- (see Figure 5.6). 
Then let Y1 E (s,t};!" and Y2 E int((s,t);). Then we get the following ca.ses 
which a.re proved a.nalogously to the above ones. 
a) The slopes of of L:(J!(Y1)) a.nd L=(f~(Y1 )) are equal. 
Then all points in (s, t};!" are pa.reto locations. 
b) The slopes of of L=(f!(Y2)) a.nd L=Ui(Y2)) are equal. 
Then all points in (s, t}; are pa.reto locations. 
c) The slope of L:(f!(Y1)) is bigger tha.n the slope of L=(fi(Y1)) a.nd both a.re 
negative or the slope of L:(f!(Y1)) is positive a.nd the slope of L=(f~(Y1)) 
is negative . 
Then all points in (s, t)j n (s + 1, t);!" are pa.reto loca.tions. 
d) The slope of L=(f!(Y2)) is smaller tha.n the slope of L=(f~(Y2)) a.nd both a.re 
negative or the slope of L:(f!(Y2)) is negative a.nd the slope of L=(f~(Y2)) 
is positive. 
Then all points in (s, t}; n (s, t + 1); are pareto locations. 
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s, t + 1);!"· 
Figure 5.4: The slope of L.(f~(Y)) is smaller than the slope of L.(f~(Y)) and both a.re 
negative. 
e) For L=(f~(Y1 )) and L=(fi(Y1)) the oppo*~ of Case c) is true and for 
L:(!J(Y2)) and L=U:(Y2)) the opposite of Case d) is true. 
Then all points in (s, t);:; n (s, t)j a.re pa.reto loca.tions. 
Depending on the appropriate case we continue with 
{ 
(s - 1, t - l)j"·- n (s, t};t·-
X := (s, t + l)j·- n (s - 1, t)j·-
(s, t - l)j·- n (s + 1, t)j·-
in Case a),b),e) 
in Case c) 
in Case d) 
Remark. If x·u~) is not in the lower left of x·(J~) we ha.ve either to switch 
the roles of f~ and 1i in the cases, or we ha.ve in every step contra.ry slope 
conditions beca.use we go from the upper left to the lower right. 
Now it is clea.r how the cha.in of efficient loca.tions is i:onstructed: We sta.rt a.t 
one of the lexicogra.phica.l optimal solutions, look for the right case and proceed 
with the next cell. 
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a) b) 
L=(f;(Y)) L~(fi(Y)) 
Figure 5.5: The alope of L.(f~(Y)) ia bigger than the alope of L.(f~(Y)) ud both ue 
negative. 
(s,t); 
Figure 5.6: (•, t)! f= 1 and (•, t); f= 1. 
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s + 1 t +.-
5.2 Combining XparU~, J;) and XparUl, J;) 
Now given Xpc.r(J~, J;) we want to investigate the change of the lambda.s in the 
sca.la.rization Af~(X) + (1 - A)J;(X) in more detail. 
By Theorem 3.1 we know that the only possibility for a unique solution of 
the scalarization is when the solution is a corner point of a cell (-', t)t·-. If 
two corner points C1 and C2 are optimal we know from Theorem 3.1 that the 
whole line segment connecting these two corner points is optimal. But then the 
following equation holds 
which is equivalent to 
A _ 1:cc2) - 1:cci) 
- 1JCC1) - ncc2) + 1:cc2) - 1:cc1)' 
where the denominator is not zero since 0 < A < 1. 
So we have a unique A corresponding to a scalarization in which optimal 
solution C1 and C2 are contained. We conclude that we can compute efficiently 
a sequence of A; j = 1, ... , R with the following property. 
For A E (0, A1) the pareto location is the corner point C1 , for A = A1 the 
pareto location is the line segment or cell defined by C1 and C2, etc .. 
What is left now is the relationship between XparU!, J;), XparUl, R) and 
Xpc.r(J1' 12). 
Lemma 5.5. 
2. VX 4 E Xpc.r(J!, J;) 
Xpc.r(Jt, 12). 
3. vxb E Xpc.r{ll,R) 
Xpc.r(J1, J2). 
Proof. 
ad 1) 
exists a xb 
exists a X" 
E Xpar(Jl,R) with (XCl,Xb) E 
E Xpar(J! 1 J;) with (XCl,Xb) E 
Let X = (XCI, Xb) E XpClr(/1, J2) and wlog X" ~ XpClr\f!, J;) ==* 3XCI' ':/; XCI 
which dominates XCI (i.e. !!(XCI') ~ !!(XCI) and ncxCI ) ~ 1;cxC1)). 
Since 
and 
/2(X) = f~(XCI) + Jl(Xb) 
by definition, it follows that / 1(XCI') ~ f 1(XCI) and j2(XCI') ~ j2(XCI), which 
means that X' = (X" 1 , Xb) dominates X. This is a contradiction to the a.s-
sumption that X is a pareto location. 
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ad 2),3) 
We use again Theorem 5.1 for /1 and f 2• So X= (X 0 ,X 11 ) E Xpar{l1 ,j2) is 
equivalent to X is a solution for 
min >.j1(X) + {1- >.)j2(X) 
XeR' 
for 0 < >. < 1. This is equivalent to 
min >.J!(X0 ) + {1 - >.)J;(X0 ) + min >.fl(X11 ) + {1- >.)N(X 11) 
x•eR2 x•eR2 
for 0 < >. < 1. But these are for a fixed >. just elements of XparU!, 1;) and 
XparU:, I?), respectively. Since all lambdas occur the lemma is proved. 
0 
With these results we can give an algorithm which determines in O(MlogM) 
time Xpar(Ji, h). 
Define 
Av ((>.,, >.1+1)) .- {argmin >.J~(X) + (1 - >.)J:(X) : >. E (>.,, >.1+1)} 
XeR2 
Av ((>.,)) .- {argmin >.tf~(X) + {l - >.1)J:(x)} 
XeR2 
Algorithm for solving (B2M) 
1. Compute Xpar(J~, ID and Xpar(J:, J?). 
2. Determine the sequences >.~, ... , >. ~ and >.~, .. . , >. ~. representing 
Xpar(f~, 1;) and XparUl, J?), respectively. 
3. Sort the >.~ and >.~ in increasing order, delete duplicates and get 
>.1, ... ' AR. 
4. Set >.o := 0 and AR+i := 1. 
5. Output: 
R R 
Xpar(fi,h) = LJ (Aa((>.1,>.1+1)) X A11((>.1,>.1+i)))U LJ {Aa(>.1) X A11(>.1)) 
i=O i=l 
Example 5.1. We are given four existing facilities: Ez1 = {l, 2), Ez2 = (3, 2), 
Ez3 = {5, 5) and Ez4 = (7, 4 ). Tbe weigbt tables are as follows 
1 ( 4 1 1 0 )T 2 ( 1 2 0 6 )T 
w= 2510 ,w= 1121 ' 
v1 = 1 and v2 = 2. 
Witb tbe algoritbm of Section 3 for solving (2M) we get 
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(-1 l!) 9' s (-l, 1) 
5 
C1 
(-~,9) 
3 -1, -!) 
C3 
(1, -~) (i,-!) 
a, 1) 
3 5 7 
Figure 5.7: The set X,..r(f~,f~) ia the boldface line. The tuplea in each cell represent the 
alopea of the level curve for /~ &nd f~ in thia cell, reapectively. 
• X*(JJ) = {(1, 3)} 
• x·un = {(2, 2)} 
• x·u;) = {(7' 5)} and 
• x·un = {(4,4)}. 
First we determine XparUJ, J;). 
To do so we start with X = (7, 5) = X*(!;), which is uniquely detined 
by (4,3);!" n (3,2);!". Then we compute with Corollary 2.2 the slopes of the 
level curves S(L=(!J(Y))) = _! and S(L=(J;(Y))) = -! for Y E int( (3, 2};!"). 
Since S(L=(f~(Y))) < S(L=(f~(Y))) and both are negative we know that all 
Y E (3, 2};!" n (3, 2};!" are pareto locations and we continue with X = (5, 5). 
Now {2, 2}t -:f 0 and {2, 2}; -:f 0 so we are in Case II. Since S(L=(JJ(Y1))) = 
-~ is negative, S(L=(f;(Y1 ))) = 5 is positive and S(L=(JJ(Y2))) = -1 < 
S(L=(f;(Y2))) = -l, with both negative, we are in Case II e) and therefore all 
Y E (2, 2};!" n (2, 2}; are pareto locations and we continue with X = (3, 3). 
Again we are in Case II. Since S(L=(JJ(Y1 ))) = l is positive, 
S(L=(f!(Y1))) = -9 is negative and S(L=(f;(Y2))) = i < S(L=(f!(Y2))) = 1, 
with both positive, all Y E (1, 1}; n {1, 2}; are pareto locations and we continue 
with X = (1, 3). But (1, 3) E X*(J~) and so we are done. 
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Figure 5.8: The set X,..r(fl, n> is the boldfa.ce line. The tuples in ea.ch cell represent the 
llopea of the level curve for f l and /~ in this cell, respectively. 
In sttmmary we get 
Xpc1ru;, /~) = (7, 5) - (5, 5) u (5, 5) - (3, 3) u (3, 3) - (1, 3), 
see also Figure 5. 7. 
By the same procedure we compute 
Xpt>r(Jl,J() = (4,4)- (2,2), 
which is shown in Figure 5.8. 
Our next task is to compute the A-sequences. We start with X,0r(f~, J;) 
and get for the first two corner points 
ACI - 1:((5,5))- 1:((7,5)) - 1 
1 
- 1J<<1, 5))- JJ((5, 5)) + 1:<<5, 5))- n<<1, 5)) - s · 
Doing this for all corner points we have the sequence l, ~' /tr for Xpcar(/~,J;) 
and a single element sequence ~ for Xpc1r(J:, fl). Adding 0 as first element, 1 
as last element and mixing the two sequences in increasing order leads to the 
combined sequence 0, l, f, 190 , 1. Therefore 
Xpc1r(/1,f.J) = (7,5) X (4,4) U (5,5) X (4,4) U (3,3) X (2,2) U (1,3) X (2,2) 
U (7,5)- (5,5) X (4,4)U (5,5)-(3,3) X (4,4)-(2,2) 
U(3, 3) - (1, 3) X (2, 2) . 
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6 Conclusions 
In this paper we developed O(MlogM) algorithm to solve (2M), (R2M) a.nd 
(B2M) for the /1- and /00-metric. Also a lot of structural results giving deeper 
insight in this kind of problems have been presented. 
lt is important to emphasize that the algorithms in this paper give efficient 
methods for finding all solutions for the problems. 
Since a pa.reto location with respect to q1 objective functions is also a. pa.reto 
loca.tion for q2 > q1 objective functions, the presented a.pproa.ch also lea.ds to 
solution procedures for the general multiobjective ca.se. 
An additional topic which is a.lready solved but is beyond the scope of this 
pa.per a.re solution methods for the general (RNM), where N is the number of 
new facilities. Also restricted multicriterial problems are under resea.rch. 
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